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Respected Esteemed Professional Colleagues, 

As you are all aware, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI) is widely 

regarded and acknowledged as one of the key enablers and facilitators of 

Government’s socio-economic vision and policies. As a Partner in Nation 

Building, the Institute has been supporting various initiatives of the Government 

from time to time. 

  

As you may be aware that on 125
th

 Birth Anniversary of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar i.e. November 26, 2015, 

the Government had celebrated "Constitution Day" for the first time. The Government of India had also 

decided that 26
th

 November would be celebrated every year as "Constitution Day". Last year also, the 

Institute had celebrated 3rd Constitution Day across the country through its Regional Councils & 

Branches. 

  

Warangal Branch organized a Pledge taking Ceremony to commemorate "4
th

Constitution Day" on 

November 26, 2018 at 11 a.m.  
 

World Commerce Education Day was celebrated on 10th November, 2018 at Bhadruka Degree College. I thank 

SICASA Chairman CA T.Raghava Reddy for taking up this initiative. 

Warangal Branch has proposed to organize Mock Test Paper (Series-II) for the students of CPT 

appearing their CPT Examination on December 02, 2018 and the next Practical Training Assessment 
Test is also scheduled on December 02, 2018. 

For Members, the Branch is planning to have seminars on GST Audit and Block chain technology in the Month of 

December, 2018. 

ICAI Elections 2018 is one of the most important events this year. I dedicate this edition of the communication 

to our RESPONSIBILITY and our RIGHT i.e. our VOTE. I am sure that each one of us is resolute to exercise this 

privilege. When we vote, we truly make a difference. Let’s prove our solidarity, our unity. Let’s vote and that too 

in good numbers. 

 I humbly urge all members to cast their vote on the 7th or 8th December, 2018, as applicable. EVERY SINGLE 

VOTE COUNTS.  Here I take this opportunity to specially request the members who will be experiencing this 

event for the first time. This is YOUR opportunity. So cast your vote.  

On behalf of all our members I wish all the Candidates our best wishes for the upcoming elections. “Let’s Shape 

Tomorrow by Voting Today”. 

I wish all members and students Happy Gita Jayanthi, Merry Christmas and fun-filled moments with Family.  
 

    Yours Sincerely, 

CA Chanchal Agarwal. 

Greetings from Warangal Branch: 
Warangal Branch of SIRC of ICAI wishes Happy Birthday and Happy Wedding 
Anniversary to all those Members and Students who were born or who got 
married in the month of December. 



EXCEL TIPS 

MIN, MAX, LARGE Functions 

MIN & MAX FUNCTION : 

What it does ? 

MINIMUM FUNCTION : Returns the smallest number in a set of values. 

MAXIIMUM FUNCTION : Returns the largest number in a set of values. 

Syntax : 

MINIMUM FUNCTION :  =MIN(number1, [number2], ...) 

MAXIMUM FUNCTION :  =MAX(number1, [number2], ...) 

Remarks for MAX and MIN Functions  

 Arguments can either be numbers or names, arrays, or references that contain numbers.  

 Logical values and text representations of numbers that you type directly into the list of 

arguments are counted.  

 If an argument is an array or reference, only numbers in that array or reference are used. 

Empty cells, logical values, or text in the array or reference are ignored.  

 If the arguments contain no numbers, MIN / MAX returns 0. 

 Arguments that are error values or text that cannot be translated into numbers cause 

errors. 

 If you want to include logical values and text representations of numbers in a reference as 

part of the calculation, use the MINA / MAXA function. 

LARGE FUNCTION 

What it does ?        

This function examines a list of values and picks the value at a user specified position in the 

list. You can use this function to select a value based on its relative standing. For example, you can 

use LARGE to return the highest, runner-up, or third-place score.     

     

Syntax 

=LARGE(ListOfNumbersToExamine, PositionToPickFrom)      

  

Remarks for LARGE Function 

 If array is empty, LARGE returns the #NUM! error value. 

 If “Position to pick from” ≤ 0 or if “Position to pick from” is greater than the number of data 

points, LARGE returns the #NUM! error value. 

If n is the number of data points in a range, then LARGE(array,1) returns the largest value, and 

LARGE(array,n) returns the smallest value. 



EXAMPLE 1 : 

 

  A B 

1 Data Data 

2 3 4 

3 5 2 

4 3 4 

5 5 6 

6 4 7 

7     

8 Formula Description (Result) 

9 =LARGE(A2:B6,3) 3rd largest number in the numbers above (5) 

10 =LARGE(A2:B6,7) 7th largest number in the numbers above (4) 

11 

  12 Alternatively, to find only the highest and lowest value 

13 Formula Description (Result) 

14 =MIN(A2:B6) returns smallest number in the numbers above (2) 

15 =MAX(A2:B6 returns largest number in the numbers above (7) 

16 

  17 

  18 

   

EXAMPLE 2 : 

  A B C D 

1 Sales Jan Feb Mar 

2 Warangal Rs. 1,50,000  Rs. 60,000  Rs. 45,000  

3 Karimnagar Rs. 58,000  Rs. 70,000  Rs. 30,000  

4 Kakinada Rs. 35,000  Rs. 20,000  Rs. 90,000  

5 Raichur Rs. 1,20,000  Rs. 40,000  Rs. 60,000  

6 Sholapur Rs. 25,000  Rs. 15,000  Rs. 45,000  

7 

    8   Highest Value Rs. 1,50,000   =LARGE(B2:D6,1) 

9   2nd Highest Value Rs. 1,20,000   =LARGE(B2:D6,2) 

10   3rd Highest Value Rs. 90,000   =LARGE(B2:D6,3) 

11 

    12 
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Gist of Judgments of Supreme Court  

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the 

Appellant / 

Respondent 

Appeal No and 
date of decision 

Gist of Judgments / Orders passed 

1 

 
 

CIT Vs 

Reliance 

Industries Ltd 

AC 10774/18 

dt 26-10-

2018 

No doubt, there is a long delay in removing the objections, we 

are of the opinion that in a case like this the High Court 

should have condoned the delay in removing the office 
objections and heard the matter on merits. However, for the 

said delay caused by the appellant, the appellant shall pay 

cost of Rupees one lac within four weeks, which shall be 

deposited with the Supreme Court Bar Association Lawyers' 

Welfare Fund. 

2 
Sushila N. 

Rungia Vs TRO 

AC 10824   

/18 dt 

30.10.18 

In a parallel instance of simpliciter repeal, parliament realized 
the grave injustice and injury that have been caused to heirs 

of LRs of victims of accidents if their petitions were rejected 

only on the ground of limitation. This being the case, this 

Court found that different intention had been expressed and, 

therefore, Section 6A of the General Clauses Act would not in 

that situation apply. 

3 

CIT 
(Exemption) Vs 

Patanjali  

Yogpeeth   

SLP (Civil) 
Diary 

21945/18 dt 

2.11.18 

The Special Leave Petition is dismissed on the ground of low 

tax effect, leaving the question of law open. Pending 

applications, if any, stand disposed of 

Gist of Judgments of High Courts  

Sr. 
No. 

Name of the 
Appellant / 
Respondent 

Appeal No and 
date of decision 

Gist of Judgments / Orders passed 

1 

Kishore Jagjiva

ndas Tanna Vs 

JDIT 

WP 2079/18 

dt 17.9.18 

(Bombay HC) 

The order of this Court is not executed nor is the above 

Assessment Order challenged in Appeal. The appellate remedy 

is barred by limitation admittedly…………… We are unable to 

agree with the petitioner for simple reason that this Court is 

not obliged to entertain belated and stake claims. The writ 

jurisdiction is not meant to confer benefit or enable litigants 
who sleep over their rights to derive an advantage for 

themselves.  

2 

Lupin Investm

ents Pvt. Ltd. 

Vrs ITAT 

WP (Lodging) 

3104/18 dt 

15.10.18(Bo

mbay HC)  

They should be taken in the order in which they have 

instituted / filed. None should be compelled to move this 

Court and seek an out of turn hearing. That would mean if 
somebody approaches this Court get a priority and 

expeditious hearing, others will have to wait for outcome of 

their Miscellaneous Applications for years together. This is 

not scenario and it is for the Tribunal to set right the lapses 

and put its house in order. 

3 
Jindal Metal 

Co Vs Pr CIT 

WP 11739/11 

dt 31.10.18 

(Delhi HC) 

However, the facts of this case reveal that not only were the 

notices received, even the reassessment order was received 
(the revision petition admits as much) and the assessee did 

not care to appeal against it; concededly, he filed the revision 

petition after the period of limitation. Given these facts, the 

Commissioner cannot be faulted for rejecting the revision 

petition on the ground that there was no jurisdictional error. 

Income Tax Appellate Tribunal  

1 

DCIT Vs 

Sanden Vikas 

India Ltd 

ITA 6901/Del 

/17 dt 

23.10.18 

It has also been noted that the disapproval by the DSIR 
(Department of Scientific and Industrial Research) for such 

expenses came at a later date than the filing of return of 

income and, therefore, it should not be inferred that the 

assessee had concealed its income or furnished inaccurate 

particulars of income. 
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2 

DCIT Vs 

Varsity 

Education 

Management 

Pvt. Ltd. 

ITA 6991 

/Mum/16 dt 

24.10.18 

The amendment brought in sec. 2(24) and sec.56(2)(vii) of the 

Act relating to assessing of excess share premium as income, 

has been held to be applicable from AY 2013-14 onwards as 

held by Hon’ble Bombay High Court in the case of Apeak 

Infotech 

3 

Vikram 

Munishwarlal 

Bajaj Vs ITO 

ITA 
2552/PUN 

/17 dt 

29.10.18 

AO after receipt of information belonging to assessee that was 

found during the course of search should have been initiated 
proceedings u/s 153C of the Act and not u/s 147/148 of the 

Act. It was further held that in such a situation, the re-

assessment proceedings passed u/s 148 of the Act does not 

stand. 

4 
ACIT Vs Shiv 

Binod Gupta 

ITA 964/Kol/ 

15 dt 

29.10.18 

assessee  has disclosed the fair rate of gross profit in 

comparison to the earlier years. In the circumstances the 
profit declared by the assessee in earlier years cannot be 

brushed aside for estimating the profit of the relevant year 

until and unless, there are changes in the facts and 

circumstances or the AO brings any results of comparable 

cases to justify his action, 

5 

Kumaravelu 
Varadharajan  
Vs ITO 

ITA 

617/CHNY 
/16 dt 

30.10.18 

Moreover, we observed that the assessee has not purchased the 
property in the name of a stranger or somebody, who is 
unconnected with him and he has purchased it only in the name of 
his mother. Under the above facts and circumstances, we delete the 
disallowance made for the claim of deduction under section 54 of 
the Act and thus, the ground raised by the assessee is allowed. 

6 
Sathyamurthy 

Vs ITO 

ITA 

1281/CHNY 

/18 dt 

30.10.18 

fresh construction was not a simple addition of a room with 

toilet, but there was open terrace etc., and separate staircase 

also. In my opinion the claim of the assessee that the newly 

constructed area can be construed as a new residential unit, 

cannot brushed aside. 

7 

DCIT Vs  
Magnus 
Properties Pvt. 
Ltd 

ITA 
5944/Mum 

/12 dt 

30.10.18 

pre-payment charges paid to the bank, there is no doubt that such 
pre-payment charges are connected/ attached to the loan availed by 
the assessee for construction purposes. Therefore, has to be 
considered as part of the cost of loan. Hence it is allowable as 
deduction under Section 24(b) of the Act  

8 

ACIT Vs 

Simaaya 

Fashions Pvt. 
Ltd 

ITA 1433/Kol 

/17 dt 

31.10.18 

assessee is entitled to set off a business loss, if any, against 

the undisclosed income declared during the course of search 

and the AO thus was not justifiable in disallowing the claim of 

the assessee for such set off even without verifying as to 
whether such loss was indeed incurred by the assessee 

company in its business during the year under consideration. 

9 
PAN Realtors 

Pvt.Ltd. 

ITA 

2459/Del/15 

dt 1.11.18 

It is pertinent to observe that penalty under section 271AAA 

has been initiated by Ld. AO merely on the ground that a sum 

of Rs.10 crores has been offered as additional income, under 

the head, other income, post-search. In our considered 

opinion the necessary requirement under section 271 AAA of 
the Act does not stand fulfilled in the present facts of the case. 

The main ingredient for initiating the penalty is there must be 

an undisclosed income in relation to the seized materials for 

the year under consideration. Admittedly from the assessment 

order passed there is no such indication of any seized material 
relevant to the year under consideration which could have any 

link with the disclosure made by assessee. 

 

 
 
 



10 

ACIT Vs 

Surbhi Sen 
Jindall 

ITA 

4809/Del/01
4 dt 1.11.18 

no incriminating material was seized pertaining to assessment 

year under appeal. Since the conditions of Section 153C of the 

I.T. Act are  not satisfied in the present case, therefore,  

assumption of jurisdiction by the A.O. to issue notice under 
section 153C is void abinitio and bad in law and vitiate the 

entire assessment  proceedings under section 153C of the I.T. 

Act.  

11 

Kiritkumar 

Ambalal Shah 

– HUF vs. ACIT 

ITA 

1097/Ahd/1

3 dt 1.11.18 

Had this loss been treated as short term capital loss then it 

would have set off against the short term capital gain income 

earned by the assessee in the subsequent years. 

12 

DCIT Vs Smt. 

Asha Kumar 

Agarwal 

ITA 

3414/Del/15 

dt 2.11.18 

We do not agree with reasoning of Ld.AO that since assessee 

travels to India there exist Permanent Establishment. Further 
it has been submitted by Ld.Counsel that order passed by Ld. 

CIT (A) for A.Y. 2008-09 and 2009-10 has not been appealed 

by revenue before this Tribunal, thereby accepted the long 

standing position taken by assessee. 

13 
Jagat Singh Vs 

ACIT 

ITA 3036-

39/Del/15 dt 

2.11.18 

the property should be inherently capable of being let out, and 

since in the instant case, the property at Bharatpur is in 
dilapidated condition, as such, same is incapable for let out 

and hence the ALV of such property cannot be brought to tax. 

dilapidated condition, as such, same is incapable for let out 

and hence the ALV of such property cannot be brought to tax. 

14 

ACIT Vs PIRON 

Designs (P) 

Ltd. 

ITA 

3700/Del/15 

dt 5.11.18 

It is important to point out that the assessing officer has not 

rejected the books of accounts nor has held that the assessee 
is not carrying any business. The expenses incurred are 

accounted for in the books of account and there is no material 

brought on the record that these expenses have not been 

actually incurred. Since the facts are identical following our 

order and the reasoning in the above said order we uphold the 

order of the Ld. CIT(A) in deleting this addition. 

15 
Sanjay Thakur 

Vs DCIT  

ITA 

3559/Del/15 
dt 6.11.18  

No satisfaction note have been recorded under section 153C of 
the I.T. Act for the assessment year under appeal. No 

assessment under section 153C have been framed. Further, 

no notice under section 153C have been issued and no 

incriminating material was found against the assessee for the 

assessment year under appeal. The above conditions of 
Section 153C are mandatory for taking action against the 

assessee under section 153C of the I.T. Act. The assessment 

order passed by the A.O. under section 143(3) of the I.T. Act, 

therefore, vitiated, void, illegal and bad in law and cannot be 

sustained 

16 

Liners India 

Limited Vs 

ACIT  

ITA 

310/VIZ/17 

dt 6.11.18  

 

The Ld. Pr.CIT’s reliance on the additions for the Assessment 
Year 2011-12 is misplaced and incorrect to invoke the revision 

u/s 263. The Ld. Pr.CIT should not have take up the case for 

revision basing on the additions made in Assessment Years 

2011-12. Each A.Yr. is independent and record also is 

separate. 
 

17 
DCIT Vs 
CIFCO Ltd. 

ITA 2016 

/Mum/18 dt 
6.11.18 

 

 

Apex Court in the decision in Haryana Urban Development 

Authority v. Dev Dutt Gandhi, (2005) 9 SCC 497, while dealing 

with the land acquisition cases, held that compensation 

awarded in lieu of the acquired land or enhanced amount paid 
or interest thereon made cannot be termed as income and 

income tax cannot be deducted…… As in the present case 

also, the interest is on account of directions of Special Court 

and hence, there is no requirement of TDS. 

 



18 

Liladhar R. 

Majethia Vs 

DCIT 

ITA 4396 

/Mum/17 dt 

6.11.18 

loan credits have advanced the money after taking loan or 

whatever receipts from other parties by account payee cheque. 

In my view the assessee has explained the immediate source of 

the entry and source of source cannot be asked for. Hence, I 
delete the addition of unsecured loans and allow the appeal of 

the assessee. 

 

19 
Nutan Malpani 

VS ACIT 

ITA 
2029/Hyd 

/17 dt 

9.11.18  

in our considered view, assessee is having business 

connection and in that process, assessee may have received 
certain advances which can be treated as ‘trade advances’. 

Therefore, we cannot cherry pick certain transactions and 

term them as ‘loans and advances’ in order to invoke the 

provisions of Section 2(22)(e) of the Act 

20 
ACIT Vs Ujala 
Dyeing & 

Printing 

ITA  
17/Ahd/15 

dt 13.11.18 

The basic reason is that he has to determine true 

income after giving effect to the order of the ld. 
CIT(A) or other appellate authority. On account   

of some technical aspect, he cannot over-assess 

the assessee.  

21 
Steel City 
Securities Vs 

ACIT  

ITA 161/Viz 
/17 dt 

14.11.18 

It is an obligation of the assessee to affix the stamps on 

every contract note, therefore, it cannot be held that assessee 

has purchased stamps in fiduciary capacity, thus, it 

constitutes the revenue receipt. The expenditure incurred 
towards stamp duty, partakes the character of the revenue 

expenditure and the amount collected by the assessee is 

revenue receipt. Therefore, we hold that the ld. CIT(A) has  

rightly held as revenue receipt 

22 

Real 

Innerspring 

Technologies P 

Ltd Vs DCIT  

ITA 514/Del 

/ 15 dt 

14.11.18 

This fact is very much clear from “inventory of 

Cash” found and seized dated 21/11/11 submitted 
by Ld.AR before us today. In our opinion the search 

did not result in any incriminating material having 

found belonging to assessee. We agree with the 

contention could have initiated proceedings under 

section 153C. considering totality of facts, we hold 

assessment in case of assessee under section 153A 
to be void ab inito, liable to be quashed. 

23 

ITO Vs Magic 

Software 

Enterprises 

India Pvt. Ltd 

ITA    2447 

&48/Pun/16   

dt 15.11.18 

AO mentioned the limb stating that the assessee “concealed 

the particulars of its income”………… It   is   a   settled   legal 

proposition that the AO is under obligation to specify the 

correct limb at the time of initiation as well as at the time 

of levy of penalty.   In view of the above  deliberation  on  

this  issue,  without  going  into  the  merits  of  the penalty, we 

are of the opinion that the penalty order is liable to be 

quashed on  this  legal  issue.    

24 
Rishabh Birla 

Vs ACIT 
5021/Del/15 
dt 16.11.18 

In our considered opinion, assessee has not been 

specifically made aware of the charge levied 

against him, as to whether it is a concealment of 

income or furnishing of inaccurate particulars of 
income. Under such circumstances, we do not 

deem it fit and proper to confirm penalty levied by 

Ld.AO. 

25 
DCIT Vs Allied 
Infra Suppliers 

ITA 

481/CTK/17 
dt 16.11.18 

the undisputed facts are that the partners’ capital account 

was credited by the amount of expenditure paid by the 

partners on behalf o the firm.  Thus, there is no payment to a 
particular person in excess of Rs.20,000/- in violation of 

section 40A(3) of the Act.  Thus, we find that the 

disallowance was made without bringing the necessary facts 

on record for which the onus was on the revenue. 
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